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Abstract. In this paper, we developed a novel architecture of spread spectrum system
based on complete complementary sequences (CC-S) for multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) to combat multipath fading in wireless environment. In MIMO system, the
bit error rate (BER) performance will deteriorate severely at a rapid pace in multipath
fading wireless channels. Sets of sequences with complete complementary principle are
well known because of their ability to obtain excellent correlation properties. This key
advantage is also a kind of good combat multipath fading characteristic, and based on this
method, we select the polyphase (quadri-phase for example) CC-S as the spread spectrum
code to solve the problem above. We analyzed the BER performance of the system,
and conducted extensive simulations to verify the analytical results. Simulation results
indicate that using CC-S as spreading code of MIMO system can more effectively reduce
BER in multipath Rayleigh fading channel than those traditional pseudo-random (PN)
sequences.
Keywords: MIMO, Complete complementary sequence, Spread spectrum, Multipath

1. Introduction. MIMO techniques have become the crucial part of wireless broadband
networks and space-time code (STC) has been applied broadly in communication systems
to promote their performance and stability. MIMO systems improve its transmission
rate greatly by utilizing space diversity, and then promote system performance. Among
numerous proposals of STC designs, space-time block codes (STBC) [1] and space-time-
trellis codes (STTC) [2] are considered to be the leading implementations. In order to
enhance the STC performance, researchers make great effort for further research, such as
the works on space-time complementary coding (STCC) using pairwise complementary
code [3]. The existing schemes of traditional STC mostly focus on symbol level, but not
much consideration is paid to multipath interference; when inter-symbol interference exists
in wireless channel, system performance will degrade seriously. Moreover, traditional STC
will lose the advantages in multipath fading channels on account of fading coefficients
varying over symbol block. Various methods have been developed, such as adaptive
equalization [4], and space-time error correcting codes [5], to solve the problem mentioned
above. However, these designs only apply to slow fading and flat fading channels.

Non-ideal correlation properties are the main drawback of conventional spread-spectrum
sequences (such as m-sequence, gold-sequence). In stark contrast to them, the CC-S
has the optimal correlation properties. The CC-S was constructed from the original
complementary sets of sequences [6]. And even for an asynchronous case, the orthogonality
of the CC-S can be maintained. The perfect orthogonality property makes CC-S become
an excellent method to combat multipath interference in wireless communication systems
[7]. The CC-S has already been applied into fields such as MIMO radar system, and
channel estimation [8].
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In this paper, we propose a novel architecture based on CC-S for MIMO system to com-
bat multipath fading. We utilize the chip-level STC to achieve the complete orthogonality
for users among multiple antennas. By applying the CC-S to STC in the chip-level, the
system may perform better than other systems using symbol-level codes. Given that the
system is infancy in this paper, there are some possible study directions to be researched
further in the future, such as massive MIMO system and 5G MIMO system using our
proposed method.

2. System Model. In this section, we design the system model, give the mathematics
representation, and obtain the practical formulas through derivation in the section end.

The standard about perfect orthogonality property of CC-S can be described as that
the auto-correlation function (ACF) must be zero for all shifts except the zero shift, and
that the cross-correlation function (CCF) for any possible shifts must be zero as well [9].
Mathematical expressions can be given as follows. Suppose {An, Bn} consists of N pairs
of polyphase CC-S [10] that the length of them is L. And if {An, Bn} meets the following
correlation function definition equation, then they can be called as CC-S:

(i) For every i = 1, 2, . . . , N ,

RAiAi
(τ) + RBiBi

(τ) =

{

2L τ = 0
0 τ 6= 0

, (1)

(ii) For every 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , i 6= j,

RAiAj
(τ) + RBiBj

(τ) = 0 ∀τ. (2)

(1) and (2) show the ACF and CCF of the CC-S, respectively. RAiAi
(τ) and RBiBi

(τ)
describe the aperiodic ACF of Ai and Bi separately. And RAiAj

(τ) denotes the aperiodic
CCF between Ai and Aj. Similarly, RBiBj

(τ) indicates the aperiodic CCF between Bi

and Bj. Besides, τ represents the discrete time shift.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of simulation system from transmitter to receiver in de-

tail. Because the presence of complex multipath fading effects, the transmission signal will
abnormally alter to a serious consequence, so it is necessary to utilize training sequence to
conduct channel estimation in frequency domain. We select channel estimation algorithm
which takes use of the long training sequence in 802.11a [11] for simplicity. Specific way
of composition of transmission frame is shown in Figure 2. In the transmitter, we set up
10000 frames per user, and every single frame consists of the pilot for one bit and 6 bits
data symbols in total. At the receiver, we will conduct the channel estimation part after

Figure 1. The architecture of simulation system
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Figure 2. The pilot insertion type sketch in simulation model

signal via FFT (fast Fourier transform) [12] by obtaining the estimated distortion factor
matrix, which is used to compensate for signal distortion.

Next, we provide the mathematics representation and deduce the practical formulas.
First, we give the definition of N pairs of polyphase complete complementary sequence

{An, Bn}, which are given as follows
{

An =
(

a1
n, a2

n, . . . , aL
n

)

Bn =
(

b1
n, b2

n, . . . , bL
n

) , (3)

where {An, Bn} ∈ (1, i,−1,−i) meet the complete orthogonality and they compose a set
of CC-S. Then the baseband signal of the n-th user after spreading can be denoted by

Sn(t) = Cn(t)Dn(t), (4)

where Cn(t) represents the spreading sequence, which can be generated by using the
method in [13], and it can be given by

Cn(t) = An,i(t) + Bn,i(t − Tab) + An,j(t) + Bn,j(t − Tab)

=
L

∑

l=1

[al
n,irectc(t − lTc) + bl

n,irectc(t − Tab − lTc)] (5)

+
L

∑

l=1

[al
n,jrectc(t − lTc) + bl

n,jrectc(t − Tab − lTc)],

where Tc is the subpulse time (chip period), and chip rate is Rc, Rc = 1/Tc. The length
of sequence is L. For a given transmitting antennas = 2, An,i and Bn,i are transmitted in
turn for the n-th user at the T1 antenna, and An,j and Bn,j are transmitted in turn for
the n-th user at the T2 antenna. Tab indicates the delay from an,i to bn,i. rectc(t) denotes
the rectangle window function as follows

rectc(t) =

{

1 0 ≤ t ≤ Tc

0 else
, (6)

and Dn(t) in (4) denotes the user data which is given by

Dn(t) =

N
∑

n=1

dnp(t)rectd(t − nTd), (7)

where Td = LTc demotes the pulse duration time, and symbol rate is Rd, Rd = 1/Td. The
original n-th user’s data is denoted by dn, and p(t) refers to normalized energy

p(t) =







√

Eb

LTc

0 ≤ t ≤ T

0 else
, (8)

where Eb represents signal energy per bit.
The transmitted equivalent signal of the n-th user Sn(t) can be written as

Sn(t) = Sn,T1
(t) + Sn,T2

(t) = Dn(t)Cn,i(t) + Dn(t)Cn,j(t), (9)
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where Sn,T1
(t) and Sn,T2

(t) represent transmitted signals at antennas T1 and T2, respec-
tively.

By plugging (5) into (9), we can obtain (10) and (11) as follows

Sn,T1
(t) = Dn(t)Cn,i(t) = Dn(t)An,i(t) + Dn(t)Bn,i(t − Tab)

= p(t)

L
∑

l=1

[dna
l
n,irectc(t − lTc) + dnbl

n,irectc(t − Tab − lTc)] (10)

= sAn,i
(t) + sBn,i

(t − Tab),

Sn,T2
(t) = Dn(t)Cn,j(t) = Dn(t)An,j(t) + Dn(t)Bn,j(t − Tab)

= p(t)

L
∑

l=1

[dna
l
n,jrectc(t − lTc) + dnb

l
n,jrectc(t − Tab − lTc)] (11)

= sAn,j
(t) + sBn,j

(t − Tab),

combining (10) and (11), the transmitted equivalent signal can be derived to (12) as
follows

Sn(t) = Sn,T1
(t) + Sn,T2

(t) = sAn,i
(t) + sBn,i

(t − Tab) + sAn,j
(t) + sBn,j

(t − Tab). (12)

In the Rayleigh fading channel of baseband equivalence model, the channel impulse
response between the transmitter antenna Tk and the receiver antenna Rk can be written
as

HTk,Rk
(t) =

M
∑

m=1

hTk ,Rk,mej2πfctδ(t − τm) =

M
∑

m=1

hTk ,Rk,m cos(θTk,Rk,m), (13)

where hTk,Rk,m cos(θTk ,Rk,m) is a complex Gaussian random variable and represents the
fading channel complex attenuation factor; besides, hTk,Rk,m obeys the Rayleigh distribu-
tion. The number of multipath between Tk and Rk is M , τm denotes multipath delay and
θTk,Rk,m indicates a uniformly distributed phase on the m-th path. fc denotes the carrier
frequency.

In the receiver end, signal of the n-th user received by the antenna Rk can be given

Rn,Rk
(t) =

M
∑

m=1

hT1,Rk,m[sAn,i
(t) + sBn,i

(t − Tab)] cos (θT1,Rk,m)

+

M
∑

m=1

hT2,Rk,m[sAn,j
(t) + sBn,j

(t − Tab)] cos (θT2,Rk,m) + vn(t) (14)

= p(t)rn,Rk
(t),

where the main signal part denotes the items from transmitter antennas T1 and T2, respec-
tively; besides, vn(t) indicates the clutter sum of the noise and other additive disturbances.
rn,Rk

(t) represents received signal of Rk antenna.
The sum of signals after despreading can be represented by Yn(t) as follows

Yn(t) = p(t)

RK
∑

k=1

τm+Tb
∫

τm

Cn,Rk
(t − τm)rn,Rk

(t)dt

= p(t)

RK
∑

k=1

τm+Tb
∫

τm

1

2
[Cn,i,Rk

(t − τm) + Cn,j,Rk
(t − τm)]rn,Rk

(t)dt (15)
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=
1

2
p(t)

RK
∑

k=1

τm+Tb
∫

τm

[An,i(t − τm) + An,j(t − τm) + Bn,i(t − Tab − τm)

+Bn,j(t − Tab − τm)]rn,Rk
(t)dt,

where RK is total number of the receiver antennas, Tb denotes per bit time, and the signal
given by (15) can be decomposed into three parts: signal part, additive noise part, and
the multipath interference part. The signal part is

D′

n(t) = p(t)L
K

∑

k=1

hTk,Rk,1 cos (θTk ,Rk,1) . (16)

The noise part is expressed by

v′

n(t) = p(t)

K
∑

k=1

τ1+Tb
∫

τ1

Cn,Rk
(t − τ1)v(t)dt. (17)

And the part of multipath interference can be given as

W (t) =
L

∑

l=2

TK
∑

Tk=1

RK
∑

Rk=1

τ1+Tb
∫

τ1

Cn,Rk
(t−τ1)Cn,Tk

(t−τl)Dn(t−τl)dt×hTk ,Rk,l cos(θTk,Rk,1), (18)

where TK is total number of the transmitter antennas.
And then, we can obtain the BER function as follows

BER = Q













√

√

√

√

√

[

p(t)L
K
∑

k=1

hTk,Rk,1 cos (θTk ,Rk,1)

]2

σ2
W + σ2

v













, (19)

where σ2
W is the multipath interference variance and σ2

v is the noise variance. Q(·) is the
Gaussian Q-function.

Figure 3 depicts the difference of spread spectrum mode between traditional PN code
and CC-S for 2×1 or 2×2 MIMO system. Among these sketches, Figure 3(a) and Figure
3(c) describe 2 × 1 MIMO case, h1 and h11 represent the first path to receiver antenna
from T1 and T2, respectively, then h2 and h22 signify the second path that has delay
= 20 × 10−8s after the first one, and in addition, the average power of the second path
is lower than the first one for 3dB. For the special spread spectrum case of CC-S, the
operation of B is later for Tab after the sequence A. Similarly, Figure 3(b) and Figure
3(d) depict 2× 2 MIMO case. Especially like to point out that, h3 and h33 represent the
cross-paths to unmatched receiver antenna from T1 to R1, as well as T2 to R2, and they
have delay2 = 30 × 10−8s.

3. Algorithm Analysis and Performance Comparison of Simulation. We set up
symbol rate for 250000bit/s and Doppler shift for 150Hz; besides, we take m-sequence
as representative comparison in our simulation, because the generation method of CC-S
is different from traditional PN sequence, so we select codes (10bits length of CC-S and
15bits length of m-sequence) with an approximate length to guarantee the simulation
results rational and closer to reality.

In Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), we compare the simulation results of m-sequence and
CC-S in 2 × 1 antennas MIMO system at different number of users. The channel we
considered is flat Rayleigh fading channel. From the curves we can obtain easily that, the
results of 10 users have higher BER than only 2 users in system, which is a rational fact
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. The sketch of multipath MIMO system

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. The BER performance simulation results
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that the performance will deteriorate when the number of user increases because interchip
interference exists. Compared with single-path channel, multipath channels have a worse
BER performance naturally.

We compare the BER performance of multipath case between CC-S and m-sequence
under 2× 1 (Figure 4(c)) and 2× 2 (Figure 4(d)) antennas systems separately. In Figure
4(c), it is obvious to find that m-sequence performance gradually degrades as the SNR
increases. When SNR reaches 20dB, the BER declines stagnantly. However, on the other
side, CC-S performs well with the SNR growing. The curves almost describe a linear
relationship. This is because CC-S has a perfect orthogonality so it can combat the
multipath interference effectively. Similarly with the 2 × 1 MIMO case, 2 × 2 MIMO
system in Figure 4(d) has almost the same performance.

4. Conclusions. In this paper, we have designed a new architecture that utilizes spread
spectrum method based on the CC-S to combat multipath fading interference in MIMO
system. And we compared system performance in terms of BER through mathematics
analysis and program simulation, to verify the theorized expectations. It is obvious in this
paper that the method, which we proposed, outperforms typical traditional spreading code
clearly, and CC-S can combat effectively the multipath fading in wireless MIMO system.
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